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Many countries consider regional clusters as drivers for economic
growth and an efficient tool for interaction between actors of a
regional innovation system. Numerous financial and non-financial
mechanisms of government support are aimed at making these clusters
self-sustainable. However the emergence and outlook of a cluster
largely depend on a range of basic conditions, so there is always a risk
that without government support, the cluster will not be able to shift
to the desired trajectory.
The paper analyses Russian experience in supporting pilot innovative
regional clusters and suggests indicators of their sustainability.

I

nnovation policy globally over recent decades has seen the concept of clusters spread widely, accounting for growth in business competitiveness via the
effective collaboration between nearby actors, enhanced access to technologies, innovations, specialist services, highly qualified executives, etc. Developed
clusters have become an effective tool for attracting foreign investment and integrating domestic manufacturers into the global high-tech products market.
From 2012, Russia has implemented a support programme for innovation regional clusters in accordance with the Innovative Development Strategy for the
period up to 2020 [Ministry of Economic Development, 2012]. With this in
mind, 25 pilot groups were selected and split into two groups which were due
to receive support over the next five years [HSE, 2013]. The first group was
made up of 14 clusters with the best development programmes, according to
experts. In 2013, they received federal budget subsidies worth a total of 1.3 billion roubles and could count on priority support over the next few years. The
second group included 11 clusters which did not initially receive any subsidies,
but started to benefit from them from 2014.
The cluster selection criteria and procedures and support structures adopted under this programme are on the whole in line with similar European programmes
[Kutsenko, Meissner, 2013, pp. 20–24]. It is clear, however, that state funding does
not guarantee success. There is the possibility that if the funding is curtailed, the
clusters will cease to exist or convert into other forms. Such quasi-clusters could
hamper the innovation activity of their members, confining technologies and
business models to losing competitiveness [Menzel, Fornahl, 2007, p. 5].
* The paper was prepared within the framework of the Basic Research Program at the National Research University — Higher School of Economics (HSE) and supported within the framework of the subsidy granted to
the HSE by the Government of the Russian Federation for the implementation of the Global Competitiveness
Program.
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The prospects of accelerating inter-firm collaboration in local innovation systems and creating clusters with different specialties in different regions across
Russia will in many ways depend on whether certain clusters are able to transition to a sustainable development model in the next five years. Consequently, it
is important to highlight the weaknesses in the operations of pilot clusters and
draw up recommendations to accelerate their development.
In this article, we analyse leading state cluster policy practices in certain countries, consider the most important characteristics of a successful cluster, and assess how well Russian cases match these. We also present an overall sustainable
development model and summarize results based on applying this model.

Cluster policy study: International and Russian experience
The scientific and analytical literature has reviewed and analysed almost two
decades of targeted cluster development around the world. Summary papers on
national policies occupy an important position in this literature. Of particular
note is research by the OECD, one of several studies offering intercontinental
coverage, as the sample included clusters from France, Germany, Canada, USA,
South Korea, and Japan [OECD, 2007]. It presents structured case studies of
26 national cluster development programmes in 14 countries. It should be noted
that in view of the fundamental discrepancies in the treatment of cluster policy
specific to certain countries, the research tools were not clearly defined. The
characteristics of the varying approaches in different parts of the world are provided in Table 1.
The majority of other studies are focused exclusively on European countries
and are based on their understanding of the concept of clusters, which explains
Europe’s leadership in terms of how long the cluster approach has been used
and the number of clusters formed.1
In 2008, the consultancy firm Oxford Research presented a summary report
on national and regional cluster strategies in 31 European countries [Oxford
Research, 2008]. It paid particular attention to analysing state initiatives and
programmes and the organizations responsible for implementing them.
Another project, the Transnational Alliance of Clusters Towards Improved
Cooperation Support (TACTICS) [Pro Inno Europe, 2012], focused on core
national programmes in Austria, Belgium, Great Britain, Hungary, Germany,

Table 1.

Cluster policy elements
1. ‘Cluster’ as a concept

2. Definition of participants
as a criterion of a cluster’s
existence.

3. A dominant selection
procedure for clusters
seeking state support
4. Definition of support
measures

Specific features of approaches to state cluster policy
EU countries
An organizational mechanism created by regional entities
(business, universities, research organizations, financial
institutions, etc.) with the aim of solving common
problems and carrying out joint projects.
Present. Clusters are a corporate management tool
allowing participants to collaborate effectively with
their immediate environment (competitors, contracting
parties, higher education institutions, research
organizations, regional authorities, etc.) Companies have
to share this concept and associate themselves with
a specific cluster.
Announcement of an open competitive tender which
any groups of organizations viewing themselves as
clusters may participate in. There may be a condition
that an application is approved in advance by regional
authorities.
Development of joint projects by cluster participants and
their correlation with possible state support measures.
The state assists in cluster participant self-organization
and collaboration measures, coordinated through
a cluster development centre, specialist cluster
development organization, etc.

East Asia and other world regions
All interrelated export-oriented forms
of activity that are core specialization
sectors in a region.
Absent. Clusters are a state policy tool in
industry, innovation, support for SMEs,
etc. Companies may not know what
a cluster is, but still consider themselves
a part of it.
The definition of clusters by analytical
means (cluster mapping) or political
decisions.
Based on a ‘top-down’ analysis
of the strengths and weaknesses of
a cluster (for instance, using the ‘Porter
rhombus’) [Porter, 1990].

Source: compiled by the author.

1

356 clusters took part in the ‘Cluster Initiative Greenbook 2.0’ study, of which 254 were European [Lindqvist et
al., 2013, pp. 11, 13].
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Denmark, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia,
Finland, France, the Czech Republic, and Sweden. It resulted in a collection
of best practices for stimulating user-driven innovations in clusters, the use
of the cluster approach to develop emerging industries, cluster marketing and
branding, assessing the effects of cluster policy, and international collaboration,
among other things.
Over the last decade, the core literature on cluster policy has been enriched
with qualitative studies. As such, the European Cluster Observatory, guided by
Michael Porter’s methodology [Porter, 2003], carried out a statistical analysis
covering all European countries with a view to uncovering clusters. The resultant database then served as a basis for subsequent studies, including those at
the request of the European Commission [European Commission, 2007]. The
Observatory also keeps a pan-European register of specialist cluster organizations. In its ‘Innobarometer’ report for 2006, it assessed the impact of such
structures on innovation processes [European Commission, 2006].
Another influential international project was the Global Cluster Initiative Survey.
It resulted in two ‘golden books’ [Sölvell et al., 2003; Lindqvist et al., 2013] presenting analytical material on 238 and 356 clusters respectively, although this
only accounted for 10–15% of the total number of clusters identified on a global scale.
The comparative study ‘Clusters are individuals’ is noteworthy, covering
230 specialist cluster organizations and state support programmes in 23 European
countries. It set out best practices, support programmes and key success factors
[Müller et al., 2012] and made recommendations for the future [Christensen et
al., 2012].
The format of recommendations for European politicians and managers is not
new. One of the first guides of this type presented successful, leading experience from cluster development in the region of Upper Austria [CLOE, 2004].
The report ‘Clusters and clustering policy: a guide for regional and local policy
makers’ [INNO Germany AG, 2010] summarized the views of a number of EU,
UNIDO and OECD experts, as well as representatives of national and regional
governments and cluster managers. The conclusions of the latest empirical studies are summarized in the work [Ketels, 2013].
The European Cluster Excellence Initiative’s system of assessing the quality of
cluster management2 is a perfect example of accumulated experience, serving
as a basis for the certification of almost one third of managing organizations
[Müller et al., 2012]. In view of the current European interpretation of clusters
as an organizational mechanism (Table 1), the studies mentioned here do not
touch on the economic parameters of their operations, such as their combined
revenue, investment, and research and development (R&D) expenditure. The
focus is instead placed on the various aspects of collaborations between participants. The more significant facts and figures include the number and make-up
of participants; the life span, field of activity, sources of funding, organizational structure and staff numbers of specialist cluster organizations; and the
mechanisms to take into account the different interests (primarily of business
and state authorities) in their activities. In essence, it is not the cluster as a group
of actors that is assessed, but rather the quality of the cluster initiative, i.e., the
organizational efforts to support the cluster.
In Russia, a vast collection of scientific literature has been amassed on this topic
but the standard lags far behind that of foreign studies. This is primarily due to
the lack of detailed information, which started to become available only relatively recently for cluster support programmes.3 In the majority of cases, publications relate to specific examples, while comparative works are extremely few
2
3
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Available at: http://www.cluster-excellence.eu/, accessed 18.12.2014.
In addition to the aforementioned pilot innovation clusters, in some Russian regions, support is being offered
to cluster development centres. From 2010, as part of a small and medium enterprise development programme,
the Russian Ministry of Economic Development allocated subsidies for this purpose amounting to a total of
almost 650 million roubles. Funding was received in: Saint Petersburg, Astrakhan, Belgorod, Voronezh, Irkutsk,
Kaluga, Kemerovo, Kirov, Kurgan, Lipetsk, Murmansk, Novgorod, Penza, Rostov, Samara, Tomsk, Tambov and
Ulyanovsk regions (oblasts); Kalmykia, Sakha (Yakutia), Tatarstan and Altai regions (republics); Stavropol and
Khabarovsk regions (krais), and the region of Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug (Yugra).
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in number. Recommendations are often not adapted to Russian conditions and
directly copy foreign practices; however, it remains frequently unclear what exactly are the main shortcomings of national clusters and which of the proposed
measures are of greatest interest.
Statistics on Russian clusters started to expand significantly from the launch
of a pilot innovation clusters competition in 2012, as part of which applicants
prepared fairly comprehensive applications (a total of 94), including a development programme.5 In 2013, participants in the first group (excluding the
Medical and Pharmaceutical Industry and Radiation Technologies Cluster of
Saint Petersburg) submitted further applications to the Russian Ministry of
Economic Development to receive a federal subsidy to fund specific measures.
All of these materials lay the foundation for a more in-depth study of Russian
clusters. It is worth mentioning the 2014 joint study by HSE and the statistical development centre ‘Severo-Zapad’ at the request of the state corporation
Russian Venture Capital, or OAO RVK [RVK et al., 2014]. This study circulated
questionnaires to all pilot clusters in Russia (and received 17 completed questionnaires) and held workshops with them.
The publication of new information opens up opportunities for proper crosscountry comparison of cluster development trends and drafting of expert
recommendations. Of course, many aspects analysed in foreign studies lack
equivalents in Russia, where cluster initiatives are still in their early stages. At the
same time, a number of problems have already emerged, knowledge of which
makes it possible to outline areas of improvement in cluster policy.
In our study, we are proceeding from the premise that stable cluster development is shaped by three groups of factors:
• the external environment and composition of participants;
• the closeness of communications and the level of self-organization;
• companies and universities that make up a cluster are strategically geared
towards innovation.
We will now look in more detail at each of these conditions in view of the current realities characteristic of Russian pilot clusters today.
4

Environment and participants
A developed urban environment, a critical mass of core companies, the dominance of private initiatives, domestic competition, and an openness to the outside world are among the basic conditions exerting a significant influence on the
formation of clusters and their future prospects.
Developed urban environment
Clusters are highly sensitive to the dynamics of an urban environment which
is attractive to qualified workers (including members of the creative class6) and
offers favourable conditions for innovative business undertakings. It presupposes a high level of diversity in professions and skills, a developed infrastructure, and a strong academic component.
Some Russian pilot clusters are situated in single-specialism cities7, and a number
of these are classified as closed cities (‘closed administrative territorial formations’ or ZATO). During Soviet times, these places were renowned for their high
4

5

6

7

Some exceptions include the ‘Pilot innovation regional clusters in the Russian Federation’ [HSE, 2013], a study
by [Golovanova et al., 2010], the empirical basis of which was an interview based on a questionnaire with content
similar to the ‘Innobarometer’ methodology [European Commission, 2006] and the article by [Abashkin et al.,
2012] which contained recommendations to improve the Russian federal support programme for pilot clusters
when it started in 2012.
A list of applications is provided in Appendix 4 of the report [HSE, 2013]. Pilot cluster development programmes
are listed on the Russian Cluster Observatory website (available at: http://cluster.hse.ru/clusters/, accessed
24.01.2015).
One of the authors behind the creative class concept, Richard Florida, values its development in terms of its
ability to calculate the so-called creative industries’ contribution to overall employment. Creative industries are
taken to mean programming, mathematics, architecture, engineering, natural and social sciences, education,
training, library services, art, design, entertainment, sport, media, management, business and finance, law,
health care, and trade [Florida, 2002].
This refers largely to the Innovative Technologies Cluster in the Zheleznogorsk closed city (ZATO), the Sarov
Innovation Cluster, the Shipbuilding Innovative Regional Cluster in Arkhangelsk Oblast, and the Nuclear
Innovation Cluster in Dimitrovgrad, Ulyanovsk Oblast.
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quality of life, but today they often lag behind regional centres in this regard,
which leads to an outflow of qualified workers. In this context, the development
of clusters is held back by factors such as the dominance of large enterprises
(often those that created the entire city), the fixation of a particular specialism
in a city, and an orientation towards public contractors.
Consequently, in such cases the problem of attracting and retaining highly qualified professionals from scientific and business circles, managers, and venture
capitalists arises. For this, experience shows that it is important to implement
several measures to serve as a basis for cluster policy:
• create jobs characterized by high productivity and wages compared with
regional centres;
• expand economic specialization, career opportunities and growth in interfirm mobility within the city;
• establish mortgages, preferential lease mechanisms and residential buying
schemes for cluster business workers and expand modern low-rise and villa
developments;
• develop food, leisure and cultural infrastructure;
• implement green technologies, improve ecology, make good use of advantages such as closeness to nature, healthy lifestyles, lack of traffic, etc.
We note that it is rare for these aspects to be given serious attention in cluster development programmes. One of the striking exceptions to this is the
Dimitrovgrad Nuclear Innovation Cluster, which has initiated projects to establish a library-based modern intellectual centre, form a network of general educational organizations offering international baccalaureate programmes, and
modernize the local stadium.
Critical mass of core companies
The more companies in a cluster that engage in core, associated or supporting
forms of activity and involve corresponding specialists, the more likely it is
that innovations will result and spread. This can be explained by the fact that
geographical concentration helps to speed up how information is distributed
between enterprises, exchange ideas, and brings to light new knowledge and
products, including through new combinations of existing knowledge and
products.8
Based on European experience, to achieve the required potential a cluster has
to include at least 30-50 organizations [CLOE, 2004] or, according to some
estimates, as many as 100 [Pamminger, 2014]. A global survey of 356 clusters
carried out in 2012 showed that, on average, a single cluster brought together
80 participants [Lindqvist et al., 2013, p. 17]. In Russia the average number of
organizations in pilot clusters is 449, which is almost half the global average. Out
of 25 clusters, only two have more than 100 members,10 and a number of others
have fewer than 20.
Out of the six industrial fields under which Russian pilot clusters can be classified [HSE, 2013], the largest number of official participants on average was
seen in the information and communication technology (ICT) and electronics
industry, as well as the pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and medical industry
(Figure 1). Such inequality, it would seem, is linked to the fact that innovative small and medium enterprises (SMEs) undergo active development in these
fields and as a result, the overall number of firms increases. In addition, these
According to Jared Diamond, the history of technology is a self-catalysed process, stimulating itself and
accelerating over time [Diamond, 1997]. It is not passed on in a uniform way, and to a large degree gravitates
towards clusters where there is the necessary critical mass of participants.
9
Including regional authorities and local government bodies, educational and research organizations, financial
sector institutions and public development institutes. Pilot innovation cluster development programmes
approved by regional administrations in 2013 and submitted to the Russian Ministry of Economic Development
for federal subsidies were used for this calculation. If these programmes were not taken any further (for clusters
in the second group) or there was no list of participants, information was taken from pilot cluster development
programmes in 2012. Information on clusters in Saint Petersburg and Leningrad Oblast was taken from 2012
programmes without taking into account their subsequent merger.
10
The number of information technology cluster members in Tomsk Oblast was originally 131 organizations.
However, after it became a part of the ‘Pharmaceuticals, medical technology and information technology’
unified cluster in 2013, the number of participants fell to 61.
8
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Average number of official pilot innovation regional clusters in Russia by industry (units)
ICT and electronics

60

Pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and medical industry

50

Chemistry and petrochemicals

47

Flying and space instruments, ship building

42

Nuclear and radiation technologies

29

New materials

24

Source: author’s calculations based on survey data from pilot innovation regional clusters.

sectors are the most sensitive to cluster formation processes, in particular in the
ICT sphere, which leads the way in terms of the total number of clusters globally
(Figure 2).
The far from optimal pool of core enterprises in Russian clusters is having
a negative impact on the number and quality of new projects. Without a focus
on supporting them, clustering only intensifies the status quo in the region’s
economy and risks becoming an instrument for lobbying rather than innovative
development.
It is worth bearing in mind that the number of similar companies in a region, in
terms of their core business, should exceed the official number of members of
a cluster. The reason for this is that, clearly, not all businesses are prepared to
join the cluster. A cluster is primarily of interest to those receptive to the advantages of carrying out joint projects and using common services, strategically
geared towards open innovations.
The relative size of clusters is also of considerable importance. In any given region, it is reasonable to support those clusters which operate in sectors that exceed
the average level for the country by twice or more in terms of their economic
indicators (number of employees, total revenue, export volume, R&D intensity).
A gap between the current objective directions of a regional specialization and
the core activity of supported clusters is also linked to risks. Such alliances can
experience a shortage of resources for development (skilled workers, infrastructure, suppliers, or research provision). Moreover, support for them may not
have any significant impact on the region’s social and economic development.
There is a lingering fear that if such clusters are picked by federal authorities,
they will not become a priority for the regional administrations. This was the
Figure 2.

Global distribution of clusters by specialization field (units)

ICT
Food industry
Automotive industry
Green technologies
Medical services
Electricity production
Textile industry
Metallurgy
Tourism
Transport and logistics
Agriculture
Construction
Manufacturing technologies
Creative industries
Maritime technologies

55
23
21
19
19
18
17
13
13
13
12
12
12
11

New materials
Biotechnology
Medical technology
Optics and photonics
Education
Timber produce
Micro- and nanotechnology
Aerospace technology
Business services
Chemistry
Publishing and media
Furniture
Entertainment
Telecommunications

10
9
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
4
2
2

11

Source: [Lindqvist et al., 2013, р. 14].
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case, for example, in the Moscow region, the city of Saint Petersburg, and the
nuclear technology clusters in the Nizhny Novgorod and Ulyanovsk regions.11
Dominance of private initiatives
A private initiative is a decisive factor in the success of a cluster. Even in cases
when successful clusters established on the back of a university or a research
centre encompass a large number of diverse entities (Figure 3), without enterprises playing a leading role they do not have any serious prospects. According
to experts, stable cluster development comes from the prevalence of members
of the business community in the upper echelons of the administration [INNO
Germany AG, 2010, p. 108]. Therefore, the European system of assessing the
quality of cluster management is based, among other things, on the proportion
of manufacturing and service companies in the total number of participants,
and this proportion must be greater than 50% [Hagenauer et al., 2012, p. 2].
At least ten Russian pilot clusters do not meet this criterion.12 In many Russian
clusters, publicly owned companies tend to dominate, alongside their subsidiaries and dependent organizations, state educational and research institutions, and
regional authorities. There is a clear deficit of private sector initiatives, which
serves as an indicator of the essential nature and effectiveness of clusters, including investment rationality, internal relations quality and project investment
appeal. The role of business only increases if a cluster initiative arose as a result
of a state-organized competitive tender with corresponding support measures.
From 2013, there has been a sharp rise in the influence of regional administrations on management entities in pilot clusters. In the overwhelming majority of
cases, they were the founders of specialist organizations created to coordinate
Figure 3.

Initiators of pilot innovation regional cluster creation

Ulyanovsk-Avia research, education
and manufacturing cluster consortium

Innovative Rocket
Propulsion Regional
Cluster ‘New Star’
Technopolis

Regional
authorities

Energy efficient lighting technology and smart
lighting control systems (Republic of Mordovia)

Phystech XXI cluster
Corporations

Initiator

Sarov Innovative
Cluster

Universities/
research
institutions
Biotechnology innovation
regional cluster Pushchino

Innovative regional radio electronics,
device manufacture, communications
and info-telecommunications cluster,
Saint Petersburg

Business
associations

Innovative regional information and
telecommunications technologies cluster,
Novosibirsk Oblast ‘SibAkademSoft’

Source: compiled by the author.

Federal subsidies are provided on the condition that they are jointly funded by regional authorities; extrabudgetary funds are not taken into account. This often creates tension, as receiving federal support starts to
depend not on the activities of the local community and the quality of the projects prepared but more on the
success of negotiations with regional administrations. Sometimes, the edge in the negotiation process starts to
become part of the public domain [Vikulova, 2013; Sarov.Net, 2014].
12
The Innovative Technologies Cluster in the Zheleznogorsk closed city (ZATO) (Krasnoyarsk Krai), Nuclear
Innovation Cluster in Dimitrovgrad (Ulyanovsk Oblast), Radiation Technologies Cluster (Saint Petersburg and
Leningrad Oblast), Shipbuilding Innovative Regional Cluster (Arkhangelsk Oblast), Innovative Rocket Propulsion
Regional Cluster ‘New Star’ Technopolis (Perm Krai), Aerospace Cluster (Samara Oblast), Pharmaceutical,
Biotechnology and Biomedicine Cluster (Kaluga Oblast), Biopharmaceutical Cluster (Novosibirsk Oblast),
Petrochemical Regional Cluster (Republic of Bashkortostan), and Kamsk Innovation Regional Manufacturing
Cluster (Republic of Tatarstan). The subsequent fusion of certain clusters was not taken into account, as not all
merged clusters had data on the number and structure of participants. Some clusters were excluded from the
calculation, as their programmes did not contain detailed information on participants.
11
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Distribution of specialist organizations in pilot innovation regional clusters by Status (%)
Regional development institute (development corporation, agency, etc.)

53.3

Cluster development centre set up as part of a small and medium
enterprise support programme

26.6

Innovative development department in a corporation

6.7

Technology park

6.7

Regional development institute and cluster development centre

6.7

Source: author’s calculations based on survey data from pilot innovation regional clusters.

collaboration between participants, carry out joint projects, etc.13 Roughly half
of these organizations were formed (or designated) as a superstructure over the
top of existing administrative bodies (Figure 4).
Although regional authorities are also dependent on established rules
[Government of the Russian Federation, 2013], in a number of locations the situation is one of ‘dual rule.’ This applies, in particular, to clusters in Moscow city
and Moscow, Tomsk and Novosibirsk regions. This can weaken the legitimacy
of official specialist organizations, cause disagreements and further destabilize
partnerships.
The only means by which members can influence a specialist cluster organization is in a general assembly of participants (Figure 5). However, the status of
this is more of a formality and is ineffective when it comes to decision making
Figure 5.

Mechanisms to take into account private and state interests in the activities
of specialist pilot innovation regional cluster organizations
(distribution by number of practising clusters, units)*
Of which:

The specialist organization is decided on at
a general meeting of cluster participants

9

The director of the specialist organization is
appointed by state bodies

8

The specialist organization is appointed by
regional state authorities

The specialist organization is
decided on by regional state
authorities and approved at a
general meeting of participants

4

The specialist organization presents an
annual report at a general meeting of cluster
participants, on the basis of which a decision is
made on whether or not to continue its mandate

1

3

A supervisory committee (cluster committee
etc.) appoints a specialist organization
The director of the specialist organization is
elected taking into account the view of cluster
participants

The specialist organization is
decided on at a general meeting
of participants, however its
5
director is appointed by regional
state authorities

2

1

The employees of the specialist organization are
selected or approved with cluster participants 0

The specialist organization is appointed by local 0
government bodies
* Feedback mechanisms are identified in the frames for specialist organizations and participants of pilot innovation regional clusters; respondents could choose several answers.
Source: author’s calculations based on survey data from pilot innovation regional clusters.
13

A distinction needs to be drawn between a specialist cluster organization and a cluster committee and other forms
of higher collective executive bodies functioning on a gratuitous basis. A specialist organization is an operational
management entity which has employees whose main duty is to develop a cluster. These employees are personally
responsible for the specific directions in which a cluster develops, how its projects are carried out, etc.
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Figure 6.

Composition of supervisory boards at specialist cluster
organizations globally (%)
Government
14

Business
61

Source: [Lindqvist et al., 2013].

Research / education
16
Financial institutions
2
Non-profit organizations
7

on operational matters. Thus, the views of cluster participants and higher collective managerial bodies (supervisory board, etc.) are rarely taken into account
when appointing managers and other employees at specialist organizations.
The international study cited above revealed the opposite situation: the share
of the private sector in the higher managerial bodies of clusters to which the
executive director of a specialist organization is accountable is more than half.
In other words, the stance of this category of participants is decisive [Lindqvist
et al., 2013] (Figure 6).
The dominance of the state in the management of Russian clusters is reinforced
by its status as the main source of funding (Figure 7).
The poorly developed mechanism for payment of annual membership contributions is a sign of the weak influence of cluster members on the activities of
specialist organizations.14 In other countries besides Russia , as shown in Figure 8,
the funding structure is more diversified: the largest share of private funds
comes from membership contributions and the remainder from additional paid
services (project management, seminars, etc.).
One of the key criteria underlying the influence of the business community
is the share of SMEs in the total number of cluster participants. Under the socalled European model, they usually dominate and are the main beneficiaries of
state support [Dohse, Staehler, 2008; Eickelpasch, 2008; DGCIS et al., 2012; Pro
Inno Europe, 2009; Christensen et al., 2012, p. 10].
Figures for SMEs were included in Russia’s pilot cluster selection criteria system.
It transpired that the share of such companies in total participant numbers lags
far behind European levels (Figure 9). The highest value seen was in ICT clusters;
however, if this figure is ignored, the proportion of such entities falls from 34%
to 19%. Furthermore, being a participant, technically speaking, does not imply
a real contribution to state funded joint projects. An analysis of programmes
submitted to the Russian Ministry of Economic Development in 2012 shows
Sources of funding for the activities of specialist
pilot innovation regional cluster organizations (%)

Figure 7.

Federal and regional budget

64.4

Member contributions

21.4

Local government budget

7.1

Federal and regional budget, member contributions

7.1

Source: author’s calculations based on survey data from pilot innovation regional clusters.
14

40
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Out of the four respondents noting membership contributions as a source of budget replenishment, two – the
non-profit organizations BFKS and Sibakademsoft – are not de jure specialist organizations in their clusters. In
the other two cases, Dubna (the Nuclear Physics and Nanotechnology Cluster in Dubna) and Kamsk Innovation
Regional Manufacturing Cluster (Republic of Tatarstan) are classified as non-profit partnerships. At the same
time, there is no information on whether the stipulated membership contributions are actually collected and
what share they account for in the budget structure of specialist organizations.
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Figure 8.

Funding structure of specialist cluster
organizations globally (%)
Other
12

Budget
of international
organizations
13

Regional / local
budget
23
Source: [Lindqvist et al., 2013].

Member
contributions
26

Providing
commercial
services
8
State budget
18

that in the majority of cases, there are few or no projects initiated by SMEs. In
reality, major companies and state authorities dominate in Russian clusters.
Internal competition and openness
The existence of a sufficient number of companies from inter-related sectors
in a cluster is a significant factor for the cluster’s future sustainability but competition is also needed. Competition within the cluster stimulates improvement,
contributes to the flow of human and financial capital, and attracts the most
dynamic and pushes out the least effective entities as a result of the growing cost
of immobile factors of production. It is important to ensure that there is competition between companies in a cluster. Rivalry with outside actors, including
foreign companies, is not enough because this competition is not very intense.
There are several objective reasons for this: differences in the cost of production
factors, tax regimes, and the difficulty in benchmarking competitors. Localized
competition is also stirred up by a desire not to lose to a well-known neighbour
[Porter, 1998].
Building on Porter’s thesis, we posit that internal competition between businesses is particularly important when trying to implement an innovation scenario.
Figure 9.

Proportion of various categories of cluster participants in EU countries and Russia (%)
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State authorities
Other
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Source: author’s calculations based on data from [Müller et al., 2012, p. 18] and pilot innovation regional cluster development programmes*.
* The information base for the calculations was compiled from pilot innovation regional cluster development programmes submitted to the Russian Ministry of Economic Development in 2012. As such, the subsequent merger of a number of clusters has not been taken into account. Clusters
whose programmes did not contain information on the number of participating small and medium enterprises were not included: The UlyanovskAvia research, education and manufacturing cluster consortium (Ulyanovsk Oblast), the Biotechnology Innovation Regional Cluster Pushchino
(Moscow Oblast), the Pharmaceutical and Medical Industry Cluster (Saint Petersburg and Leningrad Oblast), Pharmaceuticals and Medical Technology (Tomsk Oblast), New Materials, Laser and Radiation Technologies (Troitsk, Moscow), Complex Coal and Man-made Waste Processing (Kemerovo Oblast), the Nizhny Novgorod Industrial Innovation Cluster for Automobile Construction and Petrochemicals (Nizhny Novgorod Oblast),
and Energy Efficient Lighting and Smart Lighting Control Systems (Republic of Mordovia). The sample covered a total of 21 clusters.
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Innovations are developed more effectively if the competitive battle is fought
on equal economic, social and legal grounds and unfair conduct is suppressed
by the state. Fundamental differences in the environment in which competing
players are situated bring to the fore such weapons as state political and military
establishment involvement, attempts to financially win over or exert pressure
on government officials, deals and market division, among others.
Geographical concentration, as a general rule, assures greater equality in the environmental conditions in which the competition takes place, which increases
the economic viability of an innovative competition scenario. Unfortunately, in
the absolute majority of cases, domestic clusters see internal competition as an
undesirable factor. The exceptions are the ICT, biotechnology and pharmaceutical sectors.
A mistaken yet widespread view supposes that building a model with a single
large enterprise surrounded by suppliers or localizing the value-added chain is
sufficient to form a cluster. However, the localization and distribution of valueadded chains, as well as the question of outsourcing, are not the only (or the
main) objectives of cluster policy. Quite often, state interference leads to the
opposite result: ‘forced’ localization, imposed contracting parties, and shaping
the value-added chain ‘from above’ all risk turning into losses and general ineffectiveness. We note that clusters can evolve dynamically and without a single
value-added chain (something characteristic, for example, of the tourism or ICT
sectors). However, without developed internal competition, progress will hardly
be sustainable in the long-term.

Closeness of communications and self-organization
Innovations tend to arise in open, flexible communities with low power distances and a large number of communications running between representatives
of various social (including professional) groups. Therefore, a sustainable cluster presupposes intensive communications not only between organizations, but
also between individual specialists irrespective of their affiliation. Together with
the presence of a critical mass of core companies and human resources, this is
an important prerequisite to set in motion a self-catalyzing innovation process
[DTI, 2004, p. 22].
One of the basic conditions for effective communications is a high degree of
trust [INNO Germany AG, 2010, p. 41]. Despite the fact that this is closely linked
to culture and any changes are throwbacks to former inertia, the implementation of cluster policy requires a constructive examination of this phenomenon.
To forge trust in a purposeful manner, a whole set of instruments can be put
forward, including [Hwang, Horowitt, 2012]:
• work by ‘key figures’ or organizations — ‘trust guides’ — who are capable
of establishing useful links;
• special programmes to study behaviour patterns in role models and pilot
projects and their approval in real life;
• development of common collaboration standards;
• designing feedback systems.
These instruments are entirely appropriate for raising trust and, consequently,
developing internal communications in Russian clusters.
Specialist independent management bodies
These ‘key figures’ and organizations capable of establishing productive links
refer to cluster managers and specialist management bodies. The first of these
structures appeared in the 1990s in Austria, Germany and Finland, and later in
Denmark, France, Norway, Sweden, Spain, Poland and Iceland [Müller et al.,
2012, р. 14]. They help to coordinate the visions, goals and strategies of participants and improve the closeness of internal communications, organize collaboration with state authorities, development institutes, publicly owned companies,
other clusters, etc., and act as representatives in external measures (Figure 10).
Today, the need for institutionalization by creating specialist organizations is
viewed as a significant step towards cluster development and is virtually beyond doubt [INNO Germany AG, 2010, pp. 107, 111]. The importance of state
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Visualization of the communicative role of cluster management
bodies as ‘bridge builders’
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Source: [Sölvell, Lindqvist, 2013].

funding for such structures, at least for the first few years, is shown by the lack
of trust between participants [Ibid., p. 42]. It was initially assumed that specialist organizations should be supported for three to a maximum of six years, after
which they should be able to self-fund or close [CLOE, 2004]. Practice however
has changed this view. It transpired that even successful associations (such as the
Upper Austria automotive cluster) required support from the state and the EU
over a decade in order to reach a stage of sustainable self-funding. In view of the
long time lag for any results to become visible, the recommendation is that they
are first assessed no sooner than five years after the start of funding. Therefore,
stable support for specialist organizations and cluster development centres is becoming an important condition underpinning the success of state policy. Shortterm cluster initiatives are doomed to failure, and it is wrong to require them to
transition to a commercial basis after only several years of budgetary funding
[INNO Germany AG, 2010, pp. 116, 118, 130, 135].
A more radical position argues that support for clusters should be constant and
not project-based, since such structures carry out a number of social functions
[Ibid., p. 117]. A recent study showed that over the course of roughly the last
ten years, the share of state funding for clusters stabilized at a minimum of 60%
[Lindqvist et al., 2013, p. 5].
In this case, the practice in Russian clusters is consistent with theory. Providing
for the activities of specialist organizations has come to be one of the possible
measures to develop a pilot cluster applying for federal subsidies. This approach
was used by virtually all entities in the first group, which formed specialist organizations with a staff and an operational plan.15 The average number of staff at
these organizations is eight people, ranging from two to 23.16
A survey of 17 of the 25 pilot clusters in Russia carried out at the end of 2013
revealed the most pressing activities of specialist organizations:
• intensifying collaboration between participants to develop and implement
joint projects aimed at raising competitiveness;
• setting up joint scientific, research, design and experimental projects between
participants and external partners;
• developing joint innovation projects.
One of the key roles of specialist organizations is training. In the first stages of
cluster development, programmes to raise qualification levels not only perform
The exception to this were clusters in Moscow Oblast (the Nuclear Physics and Nanotechnology Innovative
Regional Cluster in Dubna, the Biotechnology Innovation Regional Cluster Pushchino, and the Phystech XXI
cluster). The region’s government did not request any federal subsidies at the first stage (and, in all likelihood, did
not plan to jointly fund subsidies from the regional budget) for specialist organizations to implement measures to
develop pilot clusters.
16
The maximum staff numbers was declared by a specialist pilot cluster organization which is at the same time a
regional cluster development centre. The distinguishing feature of this organization is that it has been recognized
as contributing to the development of several or even all of the clusters in the region. As such, it can be assumed
that the number of staff directly involved in the development of a pilot cluster is less than the total number of
workers at the cluster development centre.
15
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Figure 11.

Importance of various types of collaboration in clusters from the viewpoint
of the activity priorities of their specialist organizations (%)
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Source: [Sölvell, Lindqvist, 2013]; author’s calculations based on survey data from pilot innovation regional clusters in Russia.

an educational role, but also play the role of a joint project contributing to the
establishment of contacts between employees in different organizations, the
formation of interest groups, and the identification of potential areas for collaboration. Specialist measures (strategic sessions) that aim to help cluster participants agree on goals and strategies, search for shared interests, and develop
joint projects are extremely beneficial.
Professional retraining, raising qualifications and arranging training were all
identified as areas for potential use of federal subsidies by clusters in the first
group in 2013 [Government of the Russian Federation, 2013]. Virtually all applicants for subsidies planned such measures.
At the same time, if you compare Russian and European clusters in terms of
the significance of the various types of collaboration for their specialist organizations, some highly characteristic differences arise (Figure 11). One of these
relates to the selection of priorities: in Europe, the priority is collaboration between companies in clusters, while in Russia the main concern is to assist in
establishing and maintaining a dialogue between business and the state. In all
likelihood, representatives of specialist organizations in Russian clusters see the
greatest benefit in intensifying collaboration with the authorities, and not in
communicating with business partners. In future, it will be important to show
participants in Russian pilot clusters the benefits from B2B relations. They will
then reduce their dependence on state support, and therefore the risks of revenue-oriented conduct, which constitutes a traditional barrier to the development of the innovation economy.
One other key difference is the minimum value accorded by Russian specialist
organizations to working with other clusters. The reason for this lies in the fact
that Russian clusters are still far fewer in number and have not existed for as
long as their EU counterparts. At the same time, it is worth paying keen attention
to this type of collaboration. Benchmarking of core clusters, both Russian and
foreign, allows specialist organizations to hone their development strategies and
programme: identifying competitive advantages, developing a unique trajectory
for technological development, and expanding partnership opportunities.
A key success factor is recognized as the qualifications of cluster policy makers
[Christensen et al., 2012, p. 11]. Cluster managers are quick to professionalize
their work [INNO Germany AG, 2010, p. 109]: they have set up core associations
(TCI Network) and clubs (European Cluster Managers Club) and have drawn
up specialist standards [ECEI, 2012] and educational programmes [Kutsenko,
2013]. It is important that national clusters are not left on the sidelines in this
process.
It is important to strive for independence from certain participants, especially
from influential stakeholders when developing cluster management systems.
A specialist organization affiliated with a particular member of a cluster will not
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gain the trust of other partners, making it problematic when it comes to motivating participants and pushing through joint projects.
Active working groups
A key link in the cluster management system is specialist working groups set
up for projects according to the sector and taking into account the size of the
participating organizations. Such working groups are noted for their extremely
intensive communications in pursuing joint initiatives. Based on the existence
and level of activity of such groups, judgements can be made as to whether
a cluster actually operates more dynamically whether it is only a means to attract
state subsidies. Thus far, working groups have not been set up in all Russian pilot clusters, or their activity is so insignificant that it has not been recorded in
the media.
One of the effective forms of working groups could be professional networked
communities (associations, clubs, forums)17 to cover communications between
middle management and specialists and, thus, to contribute to the exchange
of information, knowledge and experience [DTI, 2004, pp. 22–24]. In certain
Russian clusters, such communities are already functioning. An indicative example is the club for IT directors in the Saint Petersburg ICT cluster.18
Fragmentation of intra-cluster communications through working groups becomes particularly important when the number of participants is more than 40;
if it exceeds 100 it will be almost the only way to organize effective joint work.
In a number of cases, groups can bring together players from different associations. This is typical of cluster development centres which manage several
clusters in one region simultaneously. Thus, in the Upper Austria region, under
the patronage of a single centre seven clusters have developed over more than
15 years. It saw the creation of two inter-industry networks (‘Human Resource
Development’ and ‘Resource and Energy Efficiency’), participation in which is
important for members of all clusters in the region (Figure 12).
Clusters and networks under the management
of the Upper Austria Cluster Development Centre

Figure 12.
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Source: [Pamminger, 2014].
‘Associations and collective communities (collaboration organizations) are responsible for establishing links in
a cluster. As an independent area to expose and discuss common needs, current limitations and opportunities,
they can serve as a focal point to concentrate efforts to eliminate or mitigate current problems... In collaboration
with local institutes they create training programmes, manage purchasing consortia, develop university-based
research programmes, form quality control structures, collect information relating to the cluster’s activities,
bring up general administrative issues for discussion, research opportunities to solve environmental problems,
and control numerous different areas of general interest... For instance, in the Netherlands flower-growing
cooperatives set up a specialist auction and processing and storage capacity, which is one of the largest
competitive advantages of those in the cluster’ [Porter, 1998].
18
Available at: http://www.spbcioclub.ru, accessed 25.08.2014.
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Formalization of rights, duties and decision-making mechanisms
The stepping-up of communications helps to democratize interpersonal relations
(reduce the power distance).19 In an effective cluster, partnership is fundamentally horizontal in nature and assumes equal involvement in decision making.
A cluster’s strategy is not identical to the interests of the largest organization, the
‘finisher’ or monopolist, but rather reflects an agreed upon shared vision taking
into account the needs of all parties. In reality, break-through projects arise at
the juncture of existing potential and skills, technologies that are relevant to
a region, Foresight projects and, finally, entrepreneurial talent, through the ability to correctly combine resources and concentrate them in emerging market
opportunities.
Local companies, research organizations, universities and authorities have the
most complete view of their own technological and market potential. Therefore,
decisions (including in relation to joint projects to receive federal subsidies)
should be taken by the participants themselves, irrespective of their size and
status. We note that horizontal collaboration does not replace relations in vertical value-added chains, but rather exists in parallel, with its own specific goals
and rules.
However, in Russian practice, there are numerous instances where large organizations are not prepared to discuss development issues with SMEs, especially
if these firms are their suppliers. SMEs, though mentioned on the list of pilot
cluster participants, are generally almost unrepresented in clusters’ administrative bodies. The system of management where key decisions are taken by senior
officials and top managers at state companies does not fully correspond to foreign experience. As a result, rank and file participants are frequently excluded
from the decision-making process, and the cluster committee is formed in such
a way that only the most influential stakeholders can be members (development
institutes, state corporations). At the same time, associations are being set up to
bring together all the players. This set-up exists, for example, in many nuclear
and radiation technology clusters. The advantage of this approach lies in consolidating figures of authority that are capable of supporting the cluster. However,
there are risks of ousting or alienating local communities from the management
process, which leads to disenchantment and poor motivation among participants who previously showed enthusiasm. In this case, horizontal collaboration
is replaced by vertical approval and competition in the bureaucracy, and the
hidden, implicit knowledge of the local community is not called for. The trend
of strict subordination of cluster management bodies to regional authorities can
cause just as much harm.
To guarantee equality in decision making and the involvement of all interested
players in cluster activities, the following recommendations can be made:
• balance the composition of collective administrative bodies (cluster committee, supervisory board of a specialist organization, etc.) with a view to
guaranteeing better representation of the various participants (large, medium and small business, higher education institutions, research, financial
organizations, etc.) and the accountability of a specialist organization to
higher collective administrative bodies;20
• develop procedures that entice interested players to draft specialist organization work plans;

‘One of the greatest surprises of Silicon Valley lies in the fact that, if you want to, you can rub shoulders with
virtually anybody you please. In many business spheres it is extremely difficult to get to meet an influential
person. In the innovation “tropical rainforest” this can be shockingly simple, as in some places the hierarchy is
not so strong; the company structure is horizontal, not vertical.’ [Hwang, Horowitt, 2012].
20
For example, in a number of French clusters (les pôles de compétitivité) they have set up managerial committees,
within which they usually establish a committee division responsible for electing the cluster’s president (the
role of president is often carried out by the representative of a large participating company) and several boards
made up of different groups of members. In this way, the board of small and medium enterprises is given four
seats; the boards of large enterprises and higher education institutions are given two seats each; and others
are given one seat. This system makes it possible to balance out the administrative bodies in such a way that
new entrepreneurs and existing SMEs can effectively influence the strategy of the cluster and its management,
put forward their own initiatives for joint projects to apply for state support, or join programmes by other
participants [Boisson, 2014].
19
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• introduce into the practices of specialist organizations annual reports for
cluster members [ECEI, 2012, pp. 12, 23] and regular monitoring of cluster
member satisfaction regarding the various aspects of their activities;
• establish open competitive procedures and formal criteria for the selection
of projects applying for state funding, and ensure that the maximum possible number of participants are kept informed and involved in this process;
• introduce formalized procedures to join and leave a cluster and set member
contributions over time to achieve greater independence and stability in the
functioning of specialist organizations.
These measures make it possible to raise the level of institutional development
in pilot clusters and to bring it closer to the corporate governance standards
set by the OECD [OECD, 2004] (Figure 13). This will help to increase the trust
placed in this form of collaboration by local communities, energize old and
attract new participants, and balance the development of business activities in
the country.
Information on the extent to which the described institutional development
measures are implemented in any of Russia’s pilot clusters is still absent, although
some clusters (for example, the Kamsk Innovative Regional Manufacturing
Cluster) are taking active steps in this direction.
There are also other practices geared towards raising trust between cluster participants. Among these are rules (a code) for collaboration, which each party
undertakes to abide by upon joining the cluster in signing a corresponding
document. This institution allows informal ‘club’ standards to be introduced,
allowing reduced uncertainty in communications with contracting parties and
the opportunity to progress further on the path towards forming a new cluster
identity. A pioneer in this regard is the Energy Efficient Lighting Technology
and Smart Lighting Control Systems cluster (Republic of Mordovia), where
rules governing collaboration were established in the agreement to set up the
cluster signed by its participants.
Another effective mechanism is the feedback system, which goes beyond specialist organization assessments and helps to accumulate and share collaboration experience (including dishonest conduct) with investors, business agents,
innovation infrastructure entities, etc. Clusters’ pages on social networks are
examples of this. Their value lies in their democracy and openness: anybody
wishing to do so can ask a question, join a discussion, and express their opinion
on cluster matters. Social networks offer a more favourable environment for
free contact, searching for like-minded people and making contacts in comparison to formal measures or forums on official sites. The Sarov, Dimitrovgrad
and Khabarovsk clusters all already have social network pages.

Strategic orientation of companies and universities
towards innovation
In recent years, the cluster policy paradigm has been gradually rethought. The
focus has shifted from supporting existing leaders and the region’s industry specialty to encouraging structural changes, creating new industries by establishing additional value-added chains through restructuring old chains, expanding
Figure 13.

Adaptation of OECD corporate governance principles to cluster management

The cluster management structure must:

Participants have right to

• ensure that it relates to participants fairly, including to
SMEs
• ensure that there is effective monitoring of the specialist
organization by higher administrative bodies of the cluster
(board, cluster committee, etc.) and accountability of
higher administrative bodies towards its participants
• аllow mechanisms to raise the efficiency with which interested entities participate in the cluster’s activities
• ensure that information on all significant aspects of the
cluster’s activity is disclosed in a timely and accurate way

• receive information on the activities of administrative
bodies in a timely and regular manner
• participate and vote at general meetings of cluster members
• participate in electing members of higher collective cluster
administrative bodies
• participate in decision making to select projects applying
for state support

Source: compiled by the author using materials in [OECD, 2004].
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participant circles, and consolidating links between organizations, among other
things.21
A decisive factor in competitiveness is the speed with which information spreads
between industries and how long it takes to adapt to emerging technologies and
replace contracting parties. In this context, the new role of specialist organizations consists of intensifying collaboration between enterprises in different
spheres and regions [EFCEI, 2013, pp. 4–5].
It is to be expected that in the majority of European countries a cluster component forms an integral part of innovation policy [Oxford Research, 2008,
p. 7]. A significant share of funds allocated to supporting clusters is directed
at co-funding joint science, technology and innovation projects. For instance,
since 2005, as part of the French cluster programme Les pôles de compétitivité,
738 R&D projects, involving 14,000 researchers, received funding totalling
1,470 billion euros.22
A focus on innovation, as mentioned above, assumes a high level of trust, allround consideration of interests in decision making and internal competition,
which serves as an optimal stimulus for innovation activity. Attempts to institutionally replace it with other mechanisms, for example, by ‘forcing’ large publicly owned companies to innovate, gives varied results [Gershman, 2013].
Every deal, in particular those linked to delayed fulfilment of obligations, holds
an element of trust between contracting parties [Arrow, 1972]. A lack of trust
leads to an increase in corresponding expenses, in some cases making the transaction economically ill-advised. The innovation activity of forms is particularly
sensitive to this factor, as it is common for things to be done outside formal
contracts, with heightened uncertainty. Parity in decision making requires institutional mechanisms that restrict the dominance of one organization or consortium in a cluster, clearly defining the powers, service length, accountability
and renewal procedure of administrative bodies, and establishing transparent
procedures for the entry of new participants and including them in the projects
being supported.
The rules described form ‘an inclusive institutional system’ on a local level. The
economic historians Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson suggest that it
is only such institutions (in contrast to an ‘exclusive institutional system’) that
serve as a reliable platform from which to start a long-term innovation process.
This can be explained by the fact that the latter term, according to Schumpeter,
consists in constant ‘creative destruction’, which draws in bearers of creative
ideas who propose new solutions to old problems, and leads to a change in the
make-up of the economic and (with time) political elite. It is precisely as a result of these circumstances that an innovative developmental path is often not
called for; the ruling circles try with all their might to keep the status quo and to
restrict vertical social mobility and, as a result, competition [Acemoglu, Robinson,
2012].
A corporation or a cluster is a micro-model of society; their innovation activity
is in many ways dependent on which local institutions operate in them. Since
successful innovative companies exist even in institutionally deficient conditions, it is also possible to establish productive innovative clusters geared towards ‘creative destruction’.
However, for a cluster to be a source of new ideas, projects and teams, the
aforementioned infrastructural and institutional conditions are not enough.
Innovative advantages, like a decline in transport costs, cannot only be guaranteed through collaborative localization of manufacturers and buyers. Welltargeted, regular efforts to build communications with one another on the part
of different participants are needed to develop new products.
The most fitting corporate strategy, giving rise to innovative advantages and the
associated gains, is based on an ‘open innovations’ model [Chesbrough, 2003;
In 2012–2013, the European Cluster Observatory, together with PwC, developed a methodology to identify
so-called emerging industries in the EU, which are the result of establishing new or radically transforming
existing value-added chains [European Cluster Observatory, 2012], in addition to a tool kit to appraise their
development in certain regions with regard to the viability of establishing world-class clusters [European Cluster
Observatory, 2013].
22
Available at: http://www.industrie.gouv.fr/poles-competitivite/brochure-en.html, accessed 01.11.2012.
21
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Chesbrough et al., 2006; Vrande et al., 2009]. However, implementing this model in practice is difficult for several reasons, in particular due to the rejection
of corporate culture. An example is the ‘not invented here’ syndrome, which
reflects a distrust of results obtained outside the research division of a particular company. The spread of an open innovation strategy is also dependent on
the overall level of development of the business environment and trust in the
company. Sometimes, rejection of such a strategy can be explained by a rational
desire to minimize risks and administrative expenses. Therefore, favourable
conditions for the associated transactions presuppose the market prevalence
of innovations by intermediaries — technology alliances, platforms, networks,
clusters, etc. — which offer the necessary information, contacts, channels of influence, and funding. A dependence on the external environment forces players
implementing an open innovation strategy to focus their attention, primarily,
on partnerships with nearby organizations.
A study of R&D globalization processes carried out by INSEAD in collaboration with Booz Allen Hamilton looked at 189 companies from 17 sectors and
19 countries. The study found that collaboration by transnational companies
with external entities (universities, customers, suppliers, alliance partners)
tends to gravitate towards significant spatial concentration, and the location of
their headquarters are collaboration localization zones [INSEAD, Booz Allen
Hamilton, 2006, pp. 8–9]. Another study reached a similar conclusion [OECD,
2008, pp. 17–18]. In a number of cases, large companies situate their research
divisions in locations where there are strong research organizations, universities
and innovative enterprises. In this way, the pharmaceutical company Novartis
concentrates its scientific and technological activity in dynamic biotechnology
clusters in Basel, San Diego and Boston, each of which has its own specialism
and competitive advantages [Cooke, 2005].
As such, the formation of clusters is closely linked to the implementation of an
open innovation strategy in corporations. This model is called for in network
research activity involving many organizations, when the business environment
and intermediaries reduce the level of transaction costs, stimulating growth in
innovation deals. At the same time, the more open a company’s innovation activity becomes, the more important its involvement in a cluster. Pursuing open
innovations contributes to intensifying inter-firm partnerships, the involvement of new players in a region, and the creation of a belt of small innovative
enterprises around industrial giants.
At the same time, the corporate strategies of ‘cluster involvement’ and ‘open innovations’ are not identical. Aside from some overlaps, each strategy has its own
sphere of implementation (Figure 14). As we can see, involvement in a cluster
is not restricted to innovative activity and, likewise, not all open innovation
mechanisms are sensitive to the geographical proximity factor. At the juncture
of the two concepts mentioned above, an open innovation clustering strategy
emerges: the targeted and systematic application of an open scheme in collaboration with other participants.
We note that implementing such an approach requires a significant resource
commitment to making contacts, forming networks, organizational restructuring, changing the assessment criteria of innovation activity, and forming
knowledge management systems [Chiaroni et al., 2011; Guinet, Meissner, 2012].
Therefore, success in following an open innovation cluster strategy will be determined primarily by the presence of large companies. An investigation into
innovation activity in European countries showed results that were anticipated:
large companies collaborate four times more frequently with other organizations than SMEs [OECD, 2008, p. 14]. According to another study, SMEs only
23

23

For the first time, the open innovations concept proposed by Henry Chesbrough in 2003 [Chesbrough, 2003]
gained widespread popularity among both practitioners and researchers (a search on Google Scholar with the
query ‘open innovations’ in 2010 showed more than 2 million mentions [Huizingh, 2011]). Open innovations
are understood to mean well-targeted use of incoming and outgoing knowledge flows to stimulate innovation
activity within a firm and expand markets to make use of the results [Chesbrough et al., 2006]. Generally
speaking, in the ‘open innovations’ model, two strategies are singled out: incoming (attracting outside solutions)
and outgoing (use of internal developments) [Chesbrough et al., 2006; Huizingh, 2011]. The first uses tools such
as R&D outsourcing, the acquisition of companies and intellectual property, network collaboration, and the
involvement of buyers. The second implies the creation of new companies, the sale of intellectual property
(licensing) and the involvement of staff in innovation activity [Vrande et al., 2009].
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Figure 14.
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use certain open innovation instruments, and only extremely rarely resort to
buying and selling licences, venture capital and R&D outsourcing [Vrande et al.,
2009].
Besides, the role of change generator can be played by universities.24 The implementation by universities of an ‘entrepreneurial higher educational institution’ model, which has much in common with open innovation strategies, has
led to the emergence of clusters in a number of cases. A proportion of these
associations are on the list of pilot clusters (the Information Technology and
Electronics cluster in Tomsk region and Phystech XXI), while others either did
not make it through the competitive selection process (Tambov Bioeconomic
Cluster) or were established later (Moscow composite and medical clusters).
We will now dwell in more detail on two key tools of a cluster-type open innovation strategy: the implementation of joint projects with other participants (incoming strategy) and the establishment of a belt of innovative start-ups around
large companies or universities (outgoing strategy).
Joint innovation projects
Clusters should not be viewed solely as a tool to achieve certain set goals and
carry out existing projects. Above all, they constitute an environment which is
recognized to generate innovative initiatives, for which the ability (and desire)
to accept new ideas and forms of partnership, identify weak signals in good
24
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It is not by chance that the European system of assessing the quality of management in clusters includes criteria
such as it being mandatory for the university and/or research organization to be listed as official participants
[Hagenauer et al., 2012, p. 2]. All Russian pilot clusters comply in full with this criterion. Moreover, the proportion
of universities and research organizations in the total number of participants is even higher than in European
clusters (excluding Iceland) (see Figure 8 above). What is more, in EU countries the main goal of state cluster
policy is often to stimulate innovation and links between business and research [INNO Germany AG, 2010,
p. 36]. This is typical, above all, in the United Kingdom, Germany, Denmark, Iceland, Latvia, Norway, Romania,
and Slovakia. Cluster initiatives are more often coordinated with R&D support programmes as opposed to
business or infrastructure development [Müller et al., 2012, рр. 43–46, 60].
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time, show flexibility, and encourage collaboration are all necessary. It is advisable to focus on supporting joint innovation projects and blocking autonomous
projects, even if the aim of such projects is said to be the development of the
cluster as a whole [DTI, 2004, p. 38].
Belt of innovation start-ups around large companies or universities
The success of a cluster strongly depends on whether it can manage to guarantee
an influx of new enterprises [Christensen et al., 2012, p. 26]. An indicative example of this is 11 projects by the company Xerox, which ‘broke off’ into separate
firms (spin-offs), and their combined income over time surpassed the revenue
of the parent structure by twofold [Chesbrough, 2003].
In a number of cases, clusters themselves arise as a result of a long and productive process of division of new firms from universities or anchor companies [DTI, 2004, p. 35]. The comparison given in Figure 2 above with industries
where foreign clusters are developing shows that in Russia there are significant
reserves in sectors such as the food industry, green technology, medical services,
metallurgy, the textile industry, transport and logistics, agriculture, construction, manufacturing technologies, and creative industries.
However, in the majority of countries, cluster policy is, as before, focused on
supporting existing enterprises by stimulating their innovative development
through the creation of cooperative links. Only a small number of state cluster programmes in European countries are geared towards the development of
start-ups. Among the pioneers in this regard is the Finnish programme OSKE
[Müller et al., 2012, р. 44].
In relation to this, an important aspect of innovation policy is shifting the focus
to start-ups, spin-offs, dynamic SMEs (‘gazelles’), as well as to an ecosystem that
is conducive to exchanging ideas, developing corresponding projects and business plans, searching for partners and investors, and setting up teams. In such
a paradigm, the specialist organizations of clusters are becoming the connecting
link between different elements of a regional innovation ecosystem — universities, research organizations, and innovation infrastructure — by directing and
coordinating their activities [Christensen et al., 2012, p. 10].
The significance of cluster policy should grow as an industry comes of age, when
former start-ups encounter problems in expanding their activities. These problems include underdeveloped manufacturing infrastructure, lack of equipment
and qualified work force, poor positioning on the global market, and inadequate communication with state authorities and research institutes. Associating
in clusters helps to effectively overcome these barriers.
Recently, the development of innovation start-ups in pilot clusters has grown
in importance in Russia. An analysis of federal subsidy programmes at the end
of 2013 showed that the majority planned to establish an innovation infrastructure, to a greater or lesser extent geared towards these challenges. These
were at engineering centres in the Kaluga, Novosibirsk, and Krasnoyarsk regions. A BioBusiness Incubator already exists in the Phystech XXI cluster, with
a Biopharmaceutical building and ICT technology park under construction. In
the context of the collaboration between the Innovative Nuclear Physics and
Nanotechnology Regional Cluster in Dubna and the state corporation Russian
Venture Capital (OAO RVK), there are plans to set up a technology enterprise
centre and participate in the ‘Regional Business Catalyst’ project. The formation
of an intra-cluster venture capital fund has been mentioned in programmes in
the Republic of Tatarstan and Ulyanovsk region (in the city of Dimitrovgrad).
A unique case is the creation of a pre-incubator in the Zelenograd cluster, where
thanks to a federal subsidy they built specialist infrastructure to encourage technology start-ups.25
The role of clusters as generators of innovative joint projects and start-ups is
of great importance to the national innovation system in Russia. The lack of
25

Unlike a common business incubator, a pre-incubator supports new enterprises not only at the ‘start-up’ stage,
but at the ‘ideas’ stage. Its services consist of providing work space, computers and office equipment, consultancy,
assistance in drawing up business plans and project presentations, development recommendations, and support
in company registration.
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attractive projects is becoming a clear pinch point for the country’s economy.
Only with time will we know the extent to which pilot cluster development programmes help to solve this problem.

The ‘Anna Karenina Principle’: Signs of sustainable
cluster development
The ‘Anna Karenina Principle’ can be illustrated with a phrase from Tolstoy’s
novel: ‘All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own
way.’ [Tolstoy, 1999]. Jared Diamond used it to describe the process of animal
domestication which ended in success when several groups of factors coincided.
Out of the 148 large, land-based herbivorous mammals that existed in the world
and might have been domesticated, only 14 passed the suitability test (‘happy
families’). The remaining 134 types were among the ‘unhappy families’, each
with their own unique formula [Diamond, 1997]. Such an observation is also
fair in terms of explaining the success of state efforts to establish sustainable
clusters which are characterized by the presence of all the — often interrelated — signs described above (Figure 15 below).
A developed urban environment and a significant number of core companies
and associated entities create the necessary prerequisites for greater communication and establish a foundation for potential self-organization (both in the form
of horizontal professional or industry associations, and in the form of specialist cluster organizations). In turn, a high degree of trust and intensive internal
collaboration contribute to pushing through new ideas and projects, including
by creating start-up companies. Ultimately, an innovative ecosystem with an
inherent culture of change is a significant element of an urban environment
which stimulates the dynamics of existing clusters and the emergence of new
ones. Synergy between the aforementioned groups of factors gives successful
clusters stability, but the lack of one or more ‘ingredients’ can sharply diminish
the chances of embarking on a trajectory of self-sustaining growth.
We have shown in this article that there are pilot clusters in Russia that do not
fully correspond with almost all the signs listed above.
Thus, the development of many clusters situated outside the administrative
centres of the corresponding regions is held back by the real quality of the
urban environment. The risks caused by being part of a single-specialty and
closed city is particularly high, which is clear in the Innovative Technologies
Cluster in the Zheleznogorsk closed city (ZATO), the Sarov Innovation Cluster,
the Shipbuilding Innovative Regional Cluster in Arkhangelsk region, and the
Nuclear Innovation Cluster in Dimitrovgrad (Ulyanovsk region).
Figure 15.

A sustainable cluster development model

Environment
and participants

Cluster-type
open innovation
strategy

• Joint innovation projects
• Belt of innovation startups
around large companies and
universities
Source: compiled by the author.
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As yet, Russian clusters have not yet reached a critical mass of core participating companies. Above all, this is seen in areas such as new materials, nuclear
and radiation technologies, aerial and space instrument manufacturing, and
ship building. Innovative technology clusters in the Zhelezngorsk closed city
and radiation technology clusters (Saint Petersburg and Leningrad region), the
Shipbuilding Innovative Regional Cluster (Arkhangelsk region), the Titanium
Cluster (Sverdlovsk region), and the Energy Efficient Lighting Technology and
Smart Lighting Control Systems cluster (Republic of Mordovia) all have less
than 20 participants.
A significant shortcoming of virtually all the pilot clusters is the insignificant
contribution of business and the lack of internal competition. This is less the
case for clusters in the ICT, electronics, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and
medical industries. At the bottom end of the scale, in ten pilot clusters the proportion of companies is extremely low at less than 50%.
In clusters in the city of Moscow and the Moscow, Tomsk and Novosibirsk regions, there was a drastic increase in the role of regional authorities in 2013,
which raises the question of coordinating the interests of businesses and the
state in specialist organizations.
We hypothesised that the level of trust among participants should significantly
increase in connection with implementing a whole range of measures in the
short-term, including educational programmes, raising the qualifications of
cluster managers, active work by permanent cluster administrative bodies, and
the gradual formation of collaboration frameworks and ‘cluster participant —
specialist organization’ feedback systems. It can be expected that the level of
trust in the first group of pilot clusters will grow rapidly, since these measures
were in many cases supported by the state as far back as 2013.
As for institutional development to guarantee equality in decision making and
the impartiality of administrative bodies, reliable information on the successes
of pilot clusters is still clearly unavailable. Horizontal professional communities
only operate in some of them, which are generally situated in large cities with
many core companies.
As for the signs characterizing a strategic orientation on the part of cluster
entities towards an open innovation model, policies to increase the number of
standards and rapidly develop SMEs have had a mixed record to date. A policy
of setting up new companies and nurturing ‘gazelles’ has only fully been reflected in the development programme of one cluster, the one in Zelenograd.
Nonetheless, virtually all clusters are creating specific innovation infrastructure (primarily, engineering centres), which is to a greater (Novosibirsk region) or lesser (Republic of Mordovia or Krasnoyarsk region) extent honed to
the needs of SMEs.
The question of joint innovation projects emerging in Russian clusters currently
defies objective assessment. This is due to the fact that, unlike in the majority of
European programmes, in Russia there is no distinction between the notion of
infrastructural support for pilot clusters through funding the activities of specialist organizations and stimulating joint innovative projects. Despite the fact
that a recent government resolution [Government of the Russian Federation,
2013] made provisions for joint projects to be carried out on the back of federal subsidies, the selection criteria do not include any requirements on participant numbers, innovative components, or the level of extra-budgetary funding.
Policies need to be adjusted accordingly to encourage participants to develop
joint innovation projects for future expert assessment.
Taking into account the numerous shortcomings in all pilot clusters of Russia,
it is particularly important to identify their strengths and weaknesses. Such an
analysis will make it possible to come close to selecting an individual set of support measures for each specific case or to refuse support, if the defects are too
great. Sometimes, problem solving requires the use of other instruments, including those not connected with cluster policy.
Regular monitoring of supported structures is no less important a task, as it allows the state funding programme to be adjusted over time [Christensen et al.,
2012, p. 11].
2015
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Conclusion
In global practice, there is considerable experience in implementing cluster support programmes and studies have identified the factors underpinning their
success. In Russia, state support for clusters is at an early stage, currently covering 25 pilot groups selected based on the results of a competitive tender in 2012.
In order to assess the results of these pilots, the necessary methodological and
organizational work needs to be done in the near future.
This article aims to fill a vacuum by analysing development programmes and
focusing on pilot clusters. A comparison with equivalent foreign parameters
and state programmes made it possible to formulate certain key conditions for
sustainable cluster development, including the quality of the urban environment, a critical mass of core companies, the dominance of private initiatives,
internal competition and openness, and the existence of specialist independent
administrative bodies and active working groups. These bodies and groups clarify rights, duties and decision-making mechanisms, carry out joint innovation
projects, and establish a belt of innovative start-ups around large companies or
universities.
The ability of a cluster to demonstrate all of the aforementioned key conditions
would imply a substantial transformation, which would enable the cluster to set
off on a path of self-sustaining development. Such establishments will continue
to develop and, after state support has ended, will become drivers for economic
growth in their corresponding regions. The assessment of pilot clusters with
the noted conditions showed that they all, to a greater or lesser extent, exhibit
clear shortcomings. Therefore, their development strategy and the state support
F
measures require some adjustment.
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